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VOCABULARY
Unit 1
Ages and stages of life:
Baby, child, middle-aged, (man/woman)
senior citizen, teenager, toddler, young
adult.
The family: aunt, brother/sister- in-law,
cousin, daughter, father/mother-in-law,
grandchild, grandfather/mother,
husband, nephew, niece, son,
son/daughter-in-law, stepfather/mother,
uncle, wife
Words connected with the family:
Divorced, extended, immediate, oneparent, only child, partner, relative,
single, twin.
Noun suffixes -ment, -ion, - ence
adolescence, argument, confidence,
connection, difference, embarrassment,
enjoyment, explanation, improvement,
independence, permission, solution.

Unit 2
Crimes and criminals:
Arson, arsonist, break into, burglar, burglary, burn,
cybercrime, cybercriminal, damage, hacker,
illegal, kidnapper, kidnapping, kill, mugger,
mugging, murder, murderer, robber, robbery,
shoplifter, shoplifting, smuggler, smuggling, steal,
theft, thief, vandal, vandalism, violence.
Detective work: accusation, accuse, analyse,
analysis, arrest, case, charge, evidence,
investigate, investigation, proof, prove, question,
search, suspect, witness.
Phrasal verbs connected with investigating and
finding:
Come across, come up with, find out, look for,
look into, look up, turn up, work out.

Unit 3
Language countries and nationalities:
Languages:
Arabic, Bulgarian,
French,
German, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish Thai, Turkish.
Countries:
Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Bulgaria, Egypt,
Japan, Mexico, Poland, Russia, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey.
Nationalities:
Argentinian, Austrian, Brazilian, Bulgarian,
Egyptian, Japanese, Mexican, Polish, Russian,
Swiss, Thai, Turkish.
Learning Languages:
Accuracy, accurate, (do/write) an essay, (do
/ take) an exam, exercise, fluency, fluent, (do)
homework, memorisation, memorise, (make
a) mistake, practice, practise, revise, revision,
study, translate, translation.
Negative prefixes:
Illegal, illogical, impolite, impossible, incorrect,
informal, invisible, irregular, irresponsible,
uncomfortable, unhappy, unofficial, unusual.

